MultiSpan® Sprocket Installation
The sprockets used with the MultiSpan® conveyor
system each consist of two sprocket halves, assembled and installed onto the conveyor’s Drive
and Idler shafts. Because the sprocket has an
odd number of teeth (21), the two sprocket halves
are not symmetrical, and must be oriented properly with respect to each other in order to fit together correctly (Figure 1).
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Use proper LOCKOUT and TAGOUT procedures, following OSHA regulations, prior to
performing any maintenance.
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Perform the following steps to install a sprocket
on a MultiSpan® conveyor:
Procedure
1. Ensure that the Sprocket Reinforcing Plate
is centered on the key (Figures 1 and 2).
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2. Ensure that the Sprocket Top and Sprocket Bottom are correctly matched, with the half-teeth
mated to each other (Figure 3). The tooth profile should make a continuous, smooth curve at
the joint.
3. Place the two sprocket halves together over the
Sprocket Reinforcing Plate. Ensure that the Shear
Pin is aligned in its cutout (Figures 1 and 2). The
sprocket should not rotate or move side-to-side
on the shaft.
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4. Install the 6mm Hex Head Cap Screws (with
washers) to secure the sprocket halves together
(Figure 1); tighten screws.
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5. Repeat Steps 1 – 4 for additional sprockets.
6. Inspect the sprockets to verify that the sprocket
teeth are aligned among all of the sprockets
on the shaft; use of a long straightedge is recommended (Figure 4). If a sprocket is not
aligned with the others: remove the sprocket,
“flip” it 180º around, and reinstall.
7. Rotate the sprockets to ensure that there is no
interference between the sprockets and the
drive / idler side plates.
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